very easy going list, 
with options to not purchase anything you don't have yet if you don’t want to

1) a sketchbook. any kind that can hold multi media. (my favorite is the handbook brand travelogue artist journal for its cream paper that can withstand watercolor, its 128 pages, nice linen cover, and price!)

2) drawing utensils (YOUR FAVORITE!) can be ANY kind (dry, wet, chalk, oil, pencil, ink..... as long as it inspires you...) if you are at a loss, my favorites are: pencil- blackwing - matte worth it if you are a graphite nerd like me pen - pentel arts hybrid technica gel pen super yummy gel pen black and white - plain old sharpie/felt tip pen old faithful color marker - pentel sign pen super cheap

3) *optional if you are looking for something more involved (NOT REQUIRED): caran d’ache neocolor ii water soluble wax pastels (hint: at ARCH art supplies in store, you can hand pick out all your colors and they are much better colors than in the pre-packaged packs...) ;)

- contact the instructor with any ?s you have: mara.freakcomics@gmail.com